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Asymptotic forms of the scattered wave for a system of three arbitrary charged particles valid in all domains
relevant to breakup are derived. The derivations are based on the relationship between the total wave function
of a breakup process in a three-body system with Coulomb interactions and the wave function of the process
of scattering of all three particles of the system in the continuum. The results are free from amplitude-phase
ambiguity problems associated with previously known forms. A similar technique is used to obtain asymptotic
forms of the three-body Coulomb Green’s function.
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With the progress in high-performance computing, the di-
rect numerical solution of the Schro¨dinger equation ~see
Refs. @1–5# and references therein! has emerged as a power-
ful method to analyze the scattering processes with three
charged particles. Such methods, in principle, require the
knowledge of the asymptotic behavior of the scattered wave
function in all asymptotic regions of the configuration space.
This is because asymptotic wave functions are used directly
as boundary conditions in solving the differential equation
mentioned above, or for extracting the scattering amplitudes
from integral expressions involving the full scattering wave
function. Below the three-body breakup threshold when only
two-cluster channels are open, there is no difficulty with the
application of the aforementioned approaches in combination
with some additional, but reasonable, approximation
schemes. However, we emphasize that attempts to follow
exact algorithms have thus far limited these approaches to
essentially model problems @6–9#.
Above the breakup threshold, the situation is different.
Here, a required unique solution is obtained by imposing the
boundary conditions in the regions where all three particles
are asymptotically free. The most studied system is that of
electron-hydrogen scattering. Lack of knowledge of the com-
plete asymptotic behavior of the scattered wave function has
led to different approaches, aimed at ‘‘avoiding’’ the true
three-body asymptotic state, including exterior complex scal-
ing ~ECS! @1#, convergent close coupling ~CCC! @10#,
T-matrix @2#, and R-matrix @3,11# methods. These methods
provide an accurate three-body scattering wave function in
an ‘‘internal’’ region in coordinate space and the ionization
amplitude is extracted by matching to ionization boundary
conditions in the asymptotic region. In each method, the ex-
traction process relies on approximate ionization boundary
conditions. For example, in the CCC method, the ionization
flux is initially obtained by discretizing the target continuum.
The ionization amplitude is then constructed by means of a
renormalization of the square-integrable positive-energy tar-
get states with the true target continuum @12#. Implicit in this
approach is the representation of the three-body continuum
states as a product of plane and Coulomb waves without1050-2947/2003/68~2!/022703~10!/$20.00 68 0227electron-electron correlation. In ECS @1#, T-matrix @2#, and
R-matrix with T-matrix @11# methods, an integral representa-
tion of the ionization amplitude is used but again the three-
body continuum states are approximated, this time by a prod-
uct of two fixed-charge Coulomb waves for the two free
electrons. This yields an ionization amplitude with divergent
phase as a function of matching radius although the magni-
tude of the amplitude converges. Thus, due to the necessity
to eventually calculate the flux at infinity, none of these
methods can really avoid the asymptotic form of the scat-
tered wave, rather they approximate it.
Despite the success of these practical approaches in pro-
viding accurate cross sections, formal theory of breakup with
charged particles remains incomplete. The formal theory
given over 30 years ago @13–15# is still considered state of
the art. Within the framework of this theory, there is no, and
cannot be, exact algorithm, e.g., similar to Poet’s @7# below
the breakup threshold, for solution of the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion with correct boundary conditions above the breakup
threshold. The first and the only attempt to solve the Schro¨-
dinger equation for electron-impact ionization of hydrogen
by directly matching with exact ionization boundary condi-
tions is limited to the S-wave model @16#. Though an
asymptotic form of the scattered wave for electron-impact
ionization of hydrogen for the case when all interparticle
distances are large was obtained by Peterkop @17,18# four
decades ago, it has not been successfully implemented in the
aforementioned approaches. One reason is that the direct nu-
merical solution of the Schro¨dinger equation for the full
hydrogen-ionization problem requires partial-wave analysis
of the asymptotic wave function and a suitable partial-wave
decomposition of the Peterkop wave function does not exist.
The problem with the partial-wave decomposition is that Pe-
terkop’s asymptotic wave function is invalid when two elec-
trons are close to each other. Thus, for full-scale numerical
calculations, a representation of the wave function, describ-
ing ionization in this region as well, is necessary.
Peterkop used six-dimensional hyperspherical coordinates
which effectively transform the Schro¨dinger equation de-
scribing the development of the system into the Hamilton-
Jacobi–type equation as the asymptotic motion of the par-
ticles becomes classical. For this reason, the Peterkop©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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problem, since some part of the hyperspherical ionization
amplitude can be moved to the phase factor and the resulting
wave function is still a solution to the original Hamilton-
Jacobi equation @15#. Accordingly, the remaining amplitude
can equally be called an ionization amplitude. Thus, gener-
ally speaking, the hyperspherical approach is not capable of
uniquely identifying the ionization amplitude. This
amplitude-phase ambiguity has caused problems in the for-
mal theory of breakup at a very fundamental level. As a
result, the present formal scattering theory cannot provide
full information about the breakup amplitude.
Finally, full knowledge of the asymptotic behavior of the
scattered wave forms the basis for the Kohn variational ap-
proach to breakup scattering @19–21#. Due to the absence of
the asymptotic wave function for breakup scattering of three
charged particles, validity of the variational approach to such
processes was shown @22# only in the region where distances
between all particles are large. For the case of proton-
deuteron breakup, for example, validity of the variational
principle when in the final state all three particles are in the
continuum but the neutron is close to one of the protons and
the other proton is far away is yet to be proven. Therefore,
for the recent Kohn variational proton-deuteron scattering
calculations @21# to be extended to calculations of the deu-
teron breakup amplitude, an unambiguous asymptotic form
of the total scattered wave is necessary. In this case, it is
expected that the proton, which is far away, distorts the rela-
tive motion of the other proton and neutron due to the long-
range Coulomb interaction between the protons. Thus, the
knowledge of the asymptotic behavior of the three-body
scattered wave in all regions of the configuration space is
crucial in calculations of atomic and nuclear breakup pro-
cesses.
In the preceding paper @23#, a relationship between the
total wave function describing ionization in the electron-
hydrogen system and the one representing scattering of three
particles of the system in the continuum was established. On
the basis of this relationship, forms of the scattered wave for
ionization valid in all asymptotic domains relevant to ioniza-
tion were obtained and the amplitude-phase ambiguity of the
Peterkop wave function was resolved. This removed the
above-mentioned problems in practical calculations and
made the correct extraction of observables possible. In the
present paper, these results are generalized to an arbitrary
system of three charged particles and allowance is made for
inclusion of short-range potentials as well as their Coulomb
tails. We also go into some more detail of the derivation
which was beyond the limits of the preceding brief report. In
addition, we use a similar technique to obtain asymptotic
forms of the three-body Coulomb Green’s function. The lat-
ter are important in the formulation of the three-body prob-
lem @24,25#. Asymptotic forms of the three-particle Green’s
function also play a central role, for instance, when calculat-
ing the optical potentials @26–28# and doing the nonpertur-
bative calculations of dynamical dipole polarization terms
@29#.
The paper is set out as follows. In Sec. II, we give a
relationship between the total wave function of a breakup02270process in two-cluster collisions taking place in an arbitrary
Coulomb three-body system and the wave function of the
process of scattering of all three particles of the system in the
continuum. Calculations of asymptotic forms of the scattered
wave based on this relationship are presented in Sec. III.
Asymptotic forms of the three-body Green’s function are
given in Sec. IV. Finally, in Sec. V, we summarize the results
of the present work and discuss their possible applications.
II. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 2\3 AND 3\3
PROCESSES IN A COULOMB THREE-BODY SYSTEM
Let us consider a system of three particles of mass ma and
charge za , a51,2,3. We use a system of Jacobi variables: ra
is the relative coordinate, and ka is the relative momentum,
between particles b and g; ra is the relative coordinate of
the center of mass of the pair (b ,g) and particle a , with qa
being the canonically conjugate relative momentum. The
corresponding reduced masses are denoted by ma
5mbmg /(mb1mg) and M a5ma(mb1mg)/(ma1mb
1mg). Here and throughout this paper, b ,g51,2,3, aÞb
Þg . We use units such that \5c51.
For further reference, we note that
rb52
ma
mg
ra2ebara , rb5eba
mb
M a
ra2
mb
mg
ra ~1!
and
kb52
mb
mg
ka2eba
ma
M b
qa , qb5ebaka2
ma
mg
qa , ~2!
where eba52eab is the antisymmetric symbol, with eba
51 for (ba) being a cyclic permutation of ~1, 2, 3!, and
eaa50.
Consider the scattering of particle a with incident mo-
mentum qi off a bound pair (b ,g) in initial state fni(ra) of
energy Eni. Assume that the energy of the projectile qi
2/2M a
is enough to break up the target. The total three-body wave
function describing this process satisfies the Schro¨dinger
equation
~E2H !Fka ,qa
1 ~ra ,ra!50, ~3!
where H52Dra/2ma2Dra/2M a1Va(ra)1Vb(rb)
1Vg(rg) is the three-body Hamiltonian and E5Eni
1qi
2/2M a5ka
2 /2ma1qa
2 /2M a is the total energy of the sys-
tem. Here
Va~ra!5Va
C~ra!1Va
S ~ra!, Va
C~ra!5
zbzg
ra
, ~4!
where Va
C (VaS ) is the Coulomb ~short-range! interaction be-
tween particles b and g .
The wave function F1 consists of the incoming initial-
channel wave F (i) and outgoing scattered wave F (sc)1:
Fka ,qa
1 ~ra ,ra!5Fni ,qi
(i) ~ra ,ra!1Fka ,qa
(sc)1 ~ra ,ra!, ~5!3-2
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Fni ,qi
(i) ~ra ,ra!5xqi~ra!fni~ra!. ~6!
The initial-channel two-body bound state is determined from
S 12ma Dra2Va~ra!1EniDfni~ra!50. ~7!
The wave function describing the relative motion of two
clusters satisfies the following equation:
S 12M a Dra2Ua~ra!1 qi
2
2M a
Dxqi~ra!50, ~8!
where Ua(ra) describes the interaction of the incident par-
ticle a with the c.m. of the bound subsystem (b ,g) and is
written as
Ua~ra!5Vb~ra!1Vg~ra!. ~9!
Taking into account Eqs. ~7! and ~8!, Eq. ~3! can be re-
written as
~E2H !Fka ,qa
(sc)1 ~ra ,ra!5V¯ aFni ,qi
(i) ~ra ,ra!, ~10!
where
V¯ a5Vb~rb!1Vg~rg!2Ua~ra!, ~11!
with Vb(rb)1Vg(rg) term being the interaction of the pro-
jectile particle with the individual target particles. Then, ap-
plying the three-body Green’s function G15(E2H
1i0)21 to both sides of Eq. ~10!, we get
Fka ,qa
(sc)1 ~ra ,ra!
5E dra8dra8G1~ra ,ra ;ra8 ,ra8 ;E1i0 !
3V¯ aFni ,qi
(i) ~ra8 ,ra8 !. ~12!
Next we apply a spectral decomposition for the Green’s
function. To this end, we consider another scattering process
within the same three-body system, but one where in the
initial channel all three particles are in the continuum ~so-
called 3→3 scattering as opposed to 2→3 breakup scatter-
ing in two-cluster collisions!. We take the boundary condi-
tion for the wave function C2 describing this process in the
form of a Coulomb-distorted three-body plane wave and in-
coming scattered wave. This wave function, of course, is also
an eigenstate of the same Hamiltonian H, i.e., (E
2H)Cka ,qa
2 (ra ,ra)50. Therefore, it is well suited to our
purpose. As it will become clear below, the reason for choos-
ing this form of the total wave function as the basis for
decomposition rather than C1, which consists of Coulomb-
distorted three-body plane wave and outgoing scattered
wave, is twofold. First, using C1 would eventually lead to
incoming scattered wave F (sc)2 instead of outgoing F (sc)1
which is inconsistent with the boundary condition ~5! we02270started from. Second, only by using C2, we are able to
introduce the breakup amplitude in a standard form.
Thus, making use of the spectral decomposition for the
three-body Green’s function G1 in Eq. ~12! in terms of the
three-body scattering wave function C2, we arrive at
Fka ,qa
(sc)1 ~ra ,ra!5E dra8dra8 dka8
~2p!3
dqa8
~2p!3
3
Ck
a8 ,qa8
2
~ra ,ra!Ck
a8 ,qa8
2*
~ra8 ,ra8 !
E2k8a
2 /2ma2q8a
2 /2M a1i0
3V¯ aFni ,qi
(i) ~ra8 ,ra8 !1 , ~13!
where the dots indicate all possible two- and three-body
bound states of the Hamiltonian H.
Let us define an amplitude
f ~ka ,qa!5E dradraCka ,qa2* ~ra ,ra!V¯ aFni ,qi(i) ~ra ,ra!,
~14!
and rewrite Eq. ~13! in the form
Fka ,qa
(sc)1 ~ra ,ra!5E dka8
~2p!3
dqa8
~2p!3
3
f ~ka8 ,qa8 !Ck
a8 ,qa8
2
~ra ,ra!
E2k8a
2 /2ma2q8a
2 /2M a1i0
1 .
~15!
We shall show in the sequel that Eq. ~14! is the desired
breakup amplitude. Equation ~15! establishes a relationship
between the total wave function of any 2→3 breakup pro-
cess in a Coulomb three-body system and wave function of
the 3→3 process of scattering of all three particles of the
system in the continuum through the corresponding breakup
amplitude.
Let us call V0 the asymptotic domain, where all interpar-
ticle distances are large, i.e, ra→‘ , ra→‘ , so that ra /ra is
nonzero. In addition, we call Va the asymptotic regime,
where ra→‘ , however ra satisfies the constraint ra /ra
→0. We also introduce the following notations for
asymptotic forms of F (sc)1 and C2 in Vn ,n50,a:
Fka ,qa
(sc)1 ~ra ,ra!→
Vn
Fka ,qa
(n)1 ~ra ,ra!, ~16!
Cka ,qa
2 ~ra ,ra!→
Vn
Cka ,qa
(n)2 ~ra ,ra!. ~17!
We find it convenient to denote by C (a)2 only that part of
the total wave function C2 in the domain Va which corre-
sponds to the case of all the particles in continuum. Possible
two-fragment channel contributions will be singled out and
dealt with separately.3-3
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two-body and three-body bound states have an exponentially
decreasing contribution, all the contribution to F (sc)1 comes
from the continuum part of C2. Therefore, we get from Eq.
~15!, a fundamental asymptotic relationship
Fka ,qa
(0)1 ~ra ,ra!5E dka8
~2p!3
dqa8
~2p!3
3
f ~ka8 ,qa8 !Ck
a8 ,qa8
(0)2
~ra ,ra!
E2k8a
2 /2ma2q8a
2 /2M a1i0
. ~18!
Let us turn now to the case when particles b and g remain
close to each other. All components of C2 involving three-
particle bound states decrease exponentially in the Va do-
main as well. However, here we have to retain the contribu-
tion from all two-cluster channels containing bound states of
pair (b ,g) which singles out from the total wave function
C2 in two-fragment asymptotic channel a . Thus, one can
write from Eq. ~15! another asymptotic relationship
Fka ,qa
(a)1 ~ra ,ra!5E dka8
~2p!3
dqa8
~2p!3
3
f ~ka8 ,qa8 !Ck
a8 ,qa8
(a)2
~ra ,ra!
E2k8a
2 /2ma2q8a
2 /2M a1i0
1(
na
E dqa8
~2p!3
f na~qa8 !Fna ,qa8
(a)
~ra ,ra!
E2Ena2q8a
2 /2M a1i0
,
~19!
where f na is the amplitude for excitation of the two-fragment
channel state na . In the second term, the integral over ka8
became a sum over all energetically possible two-particle
discrete states. The wave function of the two-fragment chan-
nel state Fna ,qa
(a) is determined from Eqs. ~6!–~8! with ni and
qi replaced by na and qa , respectively.
Asymptotic relationships ~18! and ~19! were used to cal-
culate forms of the scattered wave for electron-hydrogen
scattering @23# valid in all asymptotic domains relevant to
ionization. We note that the second term of Eq. ~19! is famil-
iar in the theory of potential scattering and leads to a known
scattered wave. Different approximate relationships resem-
bling Eq. ~19! have been in use, e.g., in the close-coupling
formalism for a long time. However, we emphasize that Eqs.
~18! and ~19! are exact.
III. ASYMPTOTIC FORMS OF THE SCATTERED WAVE
FOR BREAKUP
In this section, we investigate the asymptotic behavior of
the scattered wave F (sc)1 for a system of three arbitrary
charged particles and calculate its leading-order terms in V0
and Va based on the relationships ~18! and ~19!. Below we
refer to asymptotic wave functions F (n)1 and C (n)1, n0227050,a , to denote the leading-order terms of the relevant wave
functions.
To this end, we need leading-order asymptotic terms of
C2. For V0, in nonsingular directions (kˆnrˆnÞ21,n
5a ,b ,g), this term was given by Redmond @30# and has the
form of the three-body plane wave distorted by the long-
range Coulomb interaction between all three pairs of par-
ticles:
Cka ,qa
(0)2 ~ra ,ra!5e
ikara1iqara )
n5a ,b ,g
e2ihn /kn lnz(kn ,rn),
~20!
where
ha5zbzgma , z~ka ,ra!5kara1kara . ~21!
For Va , the leading asymptotic terms were obtained by Alt
and Mukhamedzhanov @27# ~AM!:
Cka ,qa
(a)2 ~ra ,ra!5e
ikara1iqaraca~k˜a ,ra!
3 )
n5b ,g
e2ihn /kn ln z(kn ,rn). ~22!
The wave function ca(k˜a ,ra) satisfies the following equa-
tion:
F 12ma Dra1i 1ma k˜ ara2Va~ra!Gca~k˜a ,ra!50 ~23!
with the incoming-wave boundary condition and describes
the relative motion of particles b and g , interacting via the
potential given by the sum of the Coulomb and short-range
potentials Va5Va
C1Va
S
. If the potential Va is pure Coulom-
bic, Va5Va
C
, then ca(k˜a ,ra) is given by
ca~k˜a ,ra!5G~12iha /k˜a!exp~2pha/2k˜a!1F1iha /k˜a ,1;
2iz~k˜a ,ra!, ~24!
where 1F1 is the confluent hypergeometric function. The
relative local momentum k˜a of particles b and g in the Cou-
lomb field of the third particle is given by
k˜a5ka1 (
n5b ,g
mn
mb1mg
hn
kn
kˆn1rˆn
11kˆnrˆn
1
rn
. ~25!
Thus, the relative motion of particles b and g is correlated
by particle a at infinity due to the long-range nature of the
Coulomb interaction. The importance of this three-body ef-
fect was first demonstrated practically @23# in the case of
electron-impact ionization. The effect provided consistency
of the underlying scattering theory, for instance, when two
electrons are close to each other.
When Va→V0, the AM function smoothly transforms to
the Redmond function as the local corrections in momentum
k˜a become negligible. All second-order terms of C2 in Va
have been found by Mukhamedzhanov and Lieber @31#.3-4
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leading-order terms of the scattered wave, the AM wave
function is sufficient for our purpose.
Let us proceed now to the asymptotic behavior of the
scattered wave F (sc)1. The standard procedure due to Pe-
terkop @17,18# is to write Eq. ~1! in terms of six-dimensional
hyperspherical coordinates. Then, in V0, the Schro¨dinger
equation ~1! transforms into the Hamilton-Jacobi–type equa-
tion as the motion of the particles becomes classical. The
Peterkop wave function was originally given for the case of
two light particles in the Coulomb field of the infinitely
heavy third particle. For further reference, here we give a
similar wave function for the case of three arbitrary Coulomb
particles. Thus, following Peterkop’s procedure, we get, to
leading order,
Fka ,qa
(0)1 ~ra ,ra!5A~vˆ !R25/2eikR2il0 ln(2kR), ~26!
where
R5S ma
m
ra
2 1
M a
m
ra
2 D 1/2 ~27!
is a hyperradius, m is an arbitrary mass constant introduced
for convenience so that the hyper-radius has units of length
@35#, vˆ 5(rˆa ,rˆa ,wa) is a five-dimensional hyperangle, with
wa5arctanF S maM aD
1/2 ra
ra
G , 0<wa<p/2, ~28!
k5(2mE)1/2, and the Coulomb parameter l0 is given by
l05
1
k (n5a ,b ,g S mmnD
1/2 hn
sin wn
. ~29!02270A(vˆ ) is the breakup amplitude. For brevity of representation,
in Eq. ~29!, we introduced additional hyperangles wn , n
5b ,g . These are defined similar to wa @see Eq. ~28!# and
related to wa according to
sin wn5F mnM a cos2wa1mnmamg2 sin2wa
1ena
mn
mg
S maM aD
1/2
sin 2warˆarˆaG 1/2, n5b ,g .
~30!
Equation ~29! explicitly shows that the generalized Pe-
terkop wave function given by Eq. ~26! is not valid in the
regions where wn→0, n5a ,b ,g , i.e., when any two par-
ticles of the system are close to each other and far from the
third one. The main drawback of the Peterkop asymptotic
form, however, lies in an amplitude-phase ambiguity prob-
lem, when some part of A(vˆ ) can be moved to the phase
factor and the resulting wave function is still a solution to the
original Hamilton-Jacobi equation @15#. Accordingly, re-
mainder A8(vˆ ) can equally well be called a breakup ampli-
tude. Thus, generally speaking, the hyperspherical approach
is not capable of uniquely identifying the breakup amplitude.
Our approach will enable us to fix this problem, unambigu-
ously relating the ‘‘hyperspherical’’ definition of the breakup
amplitude to its standard quantum-mechanical one given by
Eq. ~14!.
Let us now calculate the same wave function F (0)1 using
the relationship ~18! and noting the leading-order asymptotic
terms given in Eqs. ~20!–~25!. Using the asymptotic forms
makes it possible to evaluate Eq. ~18!. To this end, we con-
sider first the integral over ka8 :Ika ,qa~ra ,ra ,qa8 !5E dka8~2p!3
f ~ka8 ,qa8 !eika8 rae2iha /ka8 ln z(ka8 ,ra)
E2k8a
2 /2ma2q8a
2 /2M a1i0
)
n5b ,g
expF2 ihn ln z~2mn /mg ka82enama /M nqa8 ,rn!u2mn /mg ka82enama /M nqa8 u G .
~31!
We take advantage of the fact that in V0 domain ra→‘ and use an asymptotic form of the plane wave
eikr ;
r→‘ 2p
ikr @d~k
ˆ2rˆ!eikr2d~kˆ1rˆ!e2ikr# , ~32!
which can be obtained from the asymptotic form of the partial wave expansion of the plane wave ~see, e.g., Ref. @32#!. Then
we get ~in the leading order!
Ika ,qa~ra ,ra ,qa8 !5
1
~2p!2
1
ira
E
2‘
‘
dka8
ka8 f ~ka8 rˆa ,qa8 !eika8 rae2iha /ka8 ln z(ka8 rˆa ,ra)
E2k8a
2 /2ma2q8a
2 /2M a1i0
3 )
n5b ,g
expF2 ihn ln z~2mn /mgka8 rˆa2enama /M nqa8 ,rn!u2mn /mgka8 rˆa2enama /M nqa8 u G . ~33!
3-5
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can calculate this integral by closing the integration contour, e.g., in the upper half of the complex plane ~semicircle complex
contour of infinite radius does not contribute to the integral due to the eika8 ra factor!, and using the Cauchy theorem to take
residue at the pole singularity ~ps!:
Ika ,qa~ra ,ra ,qa8 !52
ma
2p
eika
(ps)
ra
ra
f ~ka(ps)rˆa ,qa8 !e2iha /ka
(ps)ln z(ka
(ps)
rˆa ,ra)
3 )
n5b ,g
expF2 ihn ln z~2mn /mgka(ps)rˆa2enama /M nqa8 ,rn!u2mn /mgka(ps)rˆa2enama /M nqa8 u G . ~34!
This brings the energy conservation into play and the magnitude of ka8 is now fixed at
ka
(ps)5S 2maE2 maM a q8a2 D
1/2
. ~35!
Thus, we have
Fka ,qa
(0)1 ~ra ,ra!5E dqa8
~2p!3
eiqa8 raIka ,qa~ra ,ra ,qa8 !
52
ma
~2p!3
1
irara
E
0
(2MaE)1/2dqa8qa8e2iha /ka
(ps)ln z(ka
(ps)
rˆa ,ra)H eika(ps)ra1iqa8ra f ~ka(ps)rˆa ,qa8rˆa!
3 )
n5b ,g
expF2 ihn lnz~2mn /mgka(ps)rˆa2enama /M nqa8rˆa ,rn!u2mn /mgka(ps)rˆa2enama /M nqa8rˆau G2eika(ps)ra2iqa8ra f ~ka(ps)rˆa ,2qa8rˆa!
3 )
n5b ,g
expF2 ihn ln z~2mn /mgka(ps)rˆa1enama /M nqa8rˆa ,rn!u2mn /mgka(ps)rˆa1enama /M nqa8rˆau G J . ~36!At this stage, we have no information about the individual
physical momenta ka and qa but, as we will presently show,
their values will become apparent upon evaluating the inte-
gral using asymptotic techniques. In V0, where ra and ra
are asymptotically large, the integrand is extremely oscilla-
tory. For this reason, one should expect any significant con-
tribution to the integral only from neighborhood of
stationary-phase ~sp! points if there are any. One can verify
that the first term of the integrand in Eq. ~36! has a single
stationary-phase point at
qa
(sp)5
M a
m
k
R ra , ~37!
while the second one does not have any. This is why, a con-
tribution to the integral from the second term in curly brack-
ets is negligibly small. Evaluating the remaining integral by
means of the stationary-phase method @33#, we obtain02270Fka ,qa
(0)1 ~ra ,ra!5
~2pi !1/2
~2p!3
f S ma
m
k
Rra ,
M a
m
k
RraD
3
~maM a!3/2
m2
k3/2
R5/2
eikR
3 )
n5a ,b ,g
expF2 ihnmRmnkrn lnS 2mnm kR rn2D G .
~38!
In Eq. ~38!, we used the fact that at the stationary-phase
point, Eq. ~35! is written as
ka
(sp)5
ma
m
k
R ra , ~39!
and consequently3-6
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mn
mg
ka
(ps)rˆa2ena
ma
M n
qa
(sp)rˆa5
mn
m
k
Rrn , n5b ,g .
~40!
We also note that the physical momenta ka and qa are given
by
ka5
ma
m
k
Rra , qa5
M a
m
k
Rra . ~41!
In terms of hyperangles wn , n5a ,b ,g , we finally have
Fka ,qa
(0)1 ~ra ,ra!5
~2pi !1/2
~2p!3
f S ma
m
k
Rra ,
M a
m
k
RraD
3
~maM a!3/2
m2
k3/2
R5/2
3exp@ ikR2il0 ln~2kR !2is0# ,
~42!
with the additional phase
s05
2
k (n5a ,b ,g S mmnD
1/2 hn ln~sin wn!
sin wn
. ~43!
Thus, the asymptotic form of F (sc)1 in V0 comes as a
result of the fundamental relationship between the total wave
functions describing two different scattering processes within
the same three-body system. Most importantly, our deriva-
tion leads to an unambiguous amplitude-phase form, which
allows us to uniquely express the hyperspherical breakup
amplitude A(vˆ ) in terms of the standard definition of the
breakup amplitude f (ka ,qa) given by Eq. ~14!:
A~vˆ !5
~2pi !1/2
~2p!3
~maM a!3/2
m2
3k3/2f S ma
m
k
R ra ,
M a
m
k
RraD e2is0. ~44!
Having completed the derivation of the asymptotic form
of Fka ,qa
(0)1 (ra ,ra) in V0, it remains to proceed to Va and
evaluate the integrals contained in Eq. ~19!. To start with, we
consider the second term of Eq. ~19!. The leading-order
terms of the wave functions in the two-fragment channels, as
ra→‘ , are given by
Fna ,qa
(a) ~ra ,ra!→eiqara2ih¯ a /qa ln z(qa ,ra)fna~ra!, ~45!
with
h¯ a5za~zb1zg!M a . ~46!
Consequently, for the second term of Eq. ~19!, we have02270Fka ,qa
(a)1 ~ra ,ra!;(
na
E dqa8
~2p!3
3
f na~qa8 !eiqa8 ra2ih
¯
a /qa8 ln z(qa8 ,ra)fna~ra!
E2Ena2q8a
2 /2M a1i0
.
~47!
The calculation of the integral in Eq. ~47! for large ra is
trivial and leads to well-known outgoing scattered waves in
two-cluster channels. However, we keep this term for com-
pleteness of the final result.
Consider now the first term of Eq. ~19!. By definition,
here ra is limited as compared to ra . Therefore, it cannot,
strictly speaking, be used as an asymptotic parameter along-
side ra . However, the other two pairs of Jacobi variables
(rn ,rn), n5b ,g , constitute suitable pairs of asymptotically
large parameters, should we represent the integral in terms of
relevant canonical conjugate momentum space variables
(kn ,qn). Below we use (kb ,qb) space. Then, for the first
term of Eq. ~19!, we have
Fka ,qa
(a)1 ~ra ,ra!;E dkb8
~2p!3
dqb8
~2p!3
3
f ~ka8 ,qa8 !eikb8 rb1iqb8 rbca~k˜a ,ra!
E2k8b
2 /2mb2q8b
2 /2M b1i0
3 )
n5b ,g
e2ihn /kn ln z(kn ,rn). ~48!
In the above equation rn , rn , kn8 , and qn8 , n5g ,a , are kept
as short-hand notations. As functions of b-space variables,
they are given by Eqs. ~1! and ~2!. Taking into account that
mb
m
rb
2 1
M b
m
rb
2 5
ma
m
ra
2 1
M a
m
ra
2
,
m
mb
kb
2 1
m
M b
qb
2 5
m
ma
ka
2 1
m
M a
qa
2
, ~49!
we can calculate the above integral in analogy with the pro-
cedure we used in V0. We therefore omit the details. Evalu-
ating the integrals and transforming the answer back to the
conventional for Va variables ra and ra , and also adding
the outcome from Eq. ~47!, we arrive at3-7
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(a)1 ~ra ,ra!5
~2pi !1/2
~2p!3
f S ma
m
k
R ra ,
M a
m
k
RraD
3
~maM a!3/2
m2
k3/2
R5/2
ca~Ka ,ra!
3eikR2ila ln(2kR)2isa
2
M a
2p (na
f na~qnarˆa!
eiqnara
ra
3e2ih
¯
a /qna ln(2qnara)fna~ra!, ~50!
where
la5
1
k (n5b ,g S mmnD
1/2 hn
sin wn
~51!
and
sa5
2
k (n5b ,g S mmnD
1/2 hn ln~sin wn!
sin wn
. ~52!
The new local momentum entering in the scattered wave ~50!
is given by
Ka5
ma
m
k
R ra1 (n5b ,g
mn
mb1mg
hn
mn
R
krn
3 rn . ~53!
The momentum of the scattered particle a relative to the
bound pair (b ,g) is given by
qna5@2M a~E2Ena!#
1/2
. ~54!
The second term with fna(ra) in Eq. ~50! disappears as
ra→‘ . In addition, if we take into account that as ra grows
large the second term in Eq. ~53! becomes negligible, so that
ca~Ka ,ra! ;
ra→‘
expF2 ik S mmaD
1/2 ha
sin wa
ln~2kR sin2wa!G .
~55!02270All this means that Eq. ~50! smoothly transforms to Eq. ~42!
when Va→V0.
It is now also not difficult to verify that the final results
for the scattered wave are independent of the complementary
mass constant m which we introduced earlier.
Thus, the generalized asymptotic scattered wave valid in
all the asymptotic regions relevant to breakup can be written
as
Fka,qa
~sc!1~ra ,ra! →
R→‘ 1
~2p!5/2 f S mam kR ra ,M am kRraD
3
~maM a!3/2
m2
k3/2
R5/2 e
ikR1ip/4
3 )
n5a ,b ,g
cn~Kn,rn!
2
1
2p (n5a ,b ,g M n(nn
f nn~qnnrˆn!
3
eiqnnrn
rn
e2ih
¯ n /qnn ln~2qnnrn!fnn~rn!.
~508!
In Va Eq. ~508! reduces to Eq. ~50!, while in V0 it is equiva-
lent to Eq. ~42!.
IV. ASYMPTOTIC FORMS OF THE COULOMB THREE-
BODY GREEN’S FUNCTION
In this section, we state our results for the asymptotic
forms of the Green’s function for a system of three charged
particles. Because the methods used earlier form the basis of
the derivations, we will omit technical details of the calcula-
tions. Asymptotic forms of the three-body Green’s function
are important in the formulation of the three-body problem
@24,25# when calculating the optical potentials @26–28# and
doing the nonperturbational calculations of dynamical dipole
polarization terms @29#.
Thus, using a similar technique, we can get leading-order
terms of the three-body Green’s function in asymptotic do-
mains V0 and Va . When (ra ,ra)PV0, from the spectral
decomposition, we can writeG1~ra ,ra ;ra8 ,ra8 ;E1i0 ! ——→
~ra ,ra!PV0E dka8
~2p!3
dqa8
~2p!3
Ck
a8 ,qa8
(0)2
~ra ,ra!Ck
a8 ,qa8
2*
~ra8 ,ra8 !
E2k8a
2 /2ma2q8a
2 /2M a1i0
. ~56!
Calculating the integrals, we get
G1~ra ,ra ;ra8 ,ra8 ;E1i0 ! ——→
~ra ,ra!PV0 ~2pi !1/2
~2p!3
~maM a!3/2
m2
k3/2
R5/2
C (ma /m)(k/R)ra ,(Ma /m)(k/R)ra
2* ~ra8 ,ra8 !
3exp@ ikR2il0 ln~2kR !2is0# . ~57!
More interesting is the case when both (ra ,ra) and (ra8 ,ra8 )PV0. Then we have3-8
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~ra ,ra!PV0
~ra8 ,ra8 !PV0 ~2pi !1/2
~2p!3
~maM a!3/2
m2
k3/2
R5/2
exp@ ikR2ikR8~sin wa sin wa8 rˆarˆa81cos wa cos wa8rˆarˆa8 !#
3expF2 ik (n5a ,b ,g S mmnD 1/2 hnsin wn ln 2rnrn8~11rˆnrˆn8!G , ~58!
with the condition that R8<R , otherwise the boundary condition for G1 is violated. The R8.R case defines G2.
When (ra ,ra)PVa, we can write
G1~ra ,ra ;ra8 ,ra8 ;E1i0 ! ——→
~ra ,ra!PVa E dka8
~2p!3
dqa8
~2p!3
Ck
a8 ,qa8
(a)2
~ra ,ra!Ck
a8 ,qa8
2*
~ra8 ,ra8 !
E2k8a
2 /2ma2q8a
2 /2M a1i0
1(
na
E dqa8
~2p!3
eiqa8 ra2ih¯ a /qa8 ln z(qa8 ,ra)fna~ra!Fna ,qa8
(a)*
~ra8 ,ra8 !
E2Ena2q8a
2 /2M a1i0
. ~59!
Calculating the integrals, we arrive at
G1~ra ,ra ;ra8 ,ra8 ;E1i0 ! ——→
~ra ,ra!PVa ~2pi !1/2
~2p!3
~maM a!3/2
m2
k3/2
R5/2
3C (ma /mk/R)ra ,~Ma/m k/R !ra
À* (ra8 ,ra8 )ca~Ka ,ra!exp@ ikR2ilaln~2kR !2isa#
2
M a
2p (na
eiqnara
ra
e2ih
¯
a /qnaln(2qnara)F
na ,qna
rˆa
(a)* ~ra8 ,ra8 !fna~ra!. ~60!
If both (ra ,ra) and (ra8 ,ra8 )PVa , we have
G1~ra ,ra ;ra8 ,ra8 ;E1i0 ! ——→
~ra ,ra!PVa
~ra8 ,ra8 !PVa ~2pi !1/2
~2p!3
~maM a!3/2
m2
k3/2
R5/2
ca*~Ka8 ,ra8 !ca~Ka ,ra!
3exp @ ikR2ikR8~sin wa sin wa8 rˆarˆa81cos wa cos wa8rˆarˆa8 !#
3expF2 ik (n5b ,g S mmnD 1/2 hnsin wn ln 2rnrn8~11rˆnrˆn8!G
2
M a
2p (na
eiqnara2iqnara8 rˆarˆa8
ra
expF2 ih¯ aqna ln 2rarn8~11rˆarˆa8 !Gfna* ~ra8 !fna~ra!. ~61!From Eq. ~61! one can get an asymptotic Green’s function
for the case when (ra ,ra)PV0 but (ra8 ,ra8 )PVa . Clearly,
in this case, bound states do not contribute. The leading-
order asymptotic terms of the Green’s function for three-
particles interacting via short-range potentials were given
by @34#.
V. CONCLUSION
Summarizing, asymptotic behavior of the scattered wave
function describing breakup processes in a system of three02270arbitrary charged particles has been investigated. Leading-
order terms of the scattered wave are given for asymptotic
domains where all three particles are widely separated and
when any two are close to each other but far from the third
particle. The derivations are based on the relationship be-
tween the total wave function of a breakup process in a Cou-
lomb three-body system and wave function of the process of
scattering of all three particles of the system in the con-
tinuum. A consequence of the relationship is that the forms
presented in the present work are free from the phase ambi-
guities that are a feature of the previously known form. A
similar technique is used to obtain asymptotic forms of the3-9
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The derived wave functions are suitable for use in calcu-
lations of ionization in electron/positron-atom and ion-atom
collisions, double-photoionization of helium and similar
breakup processes in nuclear physics. For instance, the
breakup amplitude can be extracted by the direct comparison
of the numerically calculated wave function for sufficiently
large hyper-radius with its analytic asymptotic forms given022703in the present work. More sophisticated methods of extrac-
tion of breakup amplitudes are being currently investigated.
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